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:j_drlayers 
 
Get List Of Layers In A Drawing 
 
Description: 

This utility returns a list of the layers in a given ARRIS drawing. The list of layers are 
stored in the string global 2 dimensional array variable smn_array2. The total number 
of layers in the drawing is stored in the integer global variable imn_array. 

 
 
Level: 
 3s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_drlayers;='drawing file' 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 smn_array2,imn_array 
 

smn_array2(ix,iy) The string array where the list of layers in the given drawing 
is stored. The first array (ix) is the list counter. The second 
array (iy) lists the layer number in the 0 array slot, the layer 
name in the 1 array slot, and the layer description in the 2 
array slot. 

 
imn_array The integer variable which contains the total number of array 

slots used in the first array (ix) of the variable smn_array2. 
This is the total number of layers in the given drawing. 

 
 
Arguments: 
 
 drawing file (string) 

The drawing file path and name for which the list of layers is to be obtained. The 
drawing file should be given as a full path and it must exist. 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_drlayers;='C:\arris_users\my_usesr\my_database.db\master.dr 
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In this example all layers which are in the "my_database.db" database 
(master.dr) located in the user home directory will be listed in the smn_array2 
variable. The total number of layers will be listed in the imn_array variable. In the 
smn_array2 variable, for each layer in the list (ix array) the layer number will be 
in the 0 slot of the iy array, the layer name will be in the 1 slot of the iy array, and 
the layer description will be in the 2 slot of the iy array. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This utility is designed to be called by other sigmac programs which can then read the 
global variables for the results. If called by the user, the list is generated into the 
variables however there is no display or any other indication that anything happened. 
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